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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
The Leadership Education Audio-visual Kit was completed
by the Division of Christian Education of the National
Churches of Christ in the United states of America in the
Fall of 1950.

Downey Avenue Christian Church was searching

for a method to train teachers not only for the church
school but also for the home.

This Kit seemed to be the

devj)ce needed.
The prob1em
How may the Kit be used to challenge each person
to teach wherever he has opportunity?

To teach is easy

but to teach in a manner that the person will grow toward
Christ is difficult.
Problem ~lysis.

1. What can be done to

develop 'consecration among those who are potential workers?
2. How can those who are in service assist in
training these new people?
Delimitation. --This project is limited to one
church school class of 20 persons made up from older yoang
people, young married peDple and young adults, who were
challenged to leave their regular classes for one quarter
and form a training class that meets each Sunday morning
during the church school hour, January - March, 1951.
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Chapter II
THE STATUS OF CHURCH WORKERS AND
PHILOSOPHY OF CHRISTIAN EDUCATION

The shocking reality of illiteracy in religion is
ca.using many churches to do something a.bout training their
leaders.

One newcomer to a community said, tilmoved in next

door to a nice looking church.
my membership there.

It was handy so I decided to pu~

I had supposed I would find a well organ-

ized working church school. Imagine my Burprise when I found
1

there was nothing doing in the church school because no
teachers were available."
This man is today the new superintendent of this
church school.

He was a member of the Sunday Morning Leader-

ship Training ClasS for one quarter.

This project was under-

taken to help the church membership to awaken to the fact that
they were capable and had the time to help others to grow
toward Christ.
This is an average church in the better section of
the city with school teachers and Y workers among its membership.

They just did not know how.

Now they have found the

challenge of giving Ghrist Ilndthe church a chance to speak
through them as they find the way in the wealth of materials
prepared as aidS.

IVIanyare joining Bible classes in night

school of a nearby university so they may know their Master
"[ext Book and become better acquainted with their Master
Teacher.

-

5
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The Evangelistic

Corrmittee may be very successful

at getting new members but if there is no program brought
about by tralned",consecrated,6leaders they will soon drift
away.
depth

One strong factor that holds a new member
and strength

the richness

of his Christian experience.

and vitality

is the
Another

is

of the church fellowship.

Tcr.make a rich fellowship the church needs more
than novices
religious

for leaders.

conviction

Men and women of character

need to be trained

and

for the work in the

church.

No matter how many talents we have they can be

improved

by training.
Few people would da~e to walk into a public

room and expect
having

to teach any subject successfully

had some training.

for mere technicians
worship,

school

without

The church should not search

but skills are needed to direct

to lead discussions,

to ask questions,

group

to preside,

but all these skills are useless unless the leaders have
spiritual
these

vision,

qualities

insight

Many

schools
larger
spent.

It was to provide

in the leaders of the church as well as in the

skills that the project

training,

and power.

reported in this thesd:s was started.

churches have avoided

some have managed

to get a few to come to community

and some have attempted
percentage

attending,

any form of leadership

their own schools with a

partially

1.ere are a few who have really

begruding
awakened

the time
and are
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putting

on regular

and refresher
training

training

classes to train new leaders

courses for those on the job.

is becoming

popular

In-Service

for all conscientious

church

leaders.
Those who are teaching or carrying
sibility

the respon-

for any church school or church job, can learn on-

the-job.

A program

of reading, study, and discussion

with

others will make each person's work a real laboratory.
resul ts of each one I s labor can be evaluated

The

by himself

as he reads, by those who work with him as they meet together
either

in a class or sub-committee.
It is a combination

Pre-Service
described

training

and

in these pages.

for granted

of Christian

also at home,

either

growth noted in those partiCipating

ei ther as worlcers or as pupils.
learns

education

or set forth in study was that there

should be a definite

a person

training

that took place in the twelve sessions

The philosophy
taken

of In-Service

It was also understood

that

to live like Christ not only at church but

or in the community.

Raeents

wno 1r{ereat"Geno.j.J:ll5

the class found out that the laws of learning must function
at home as well as at school and at church.
Frances Cole J.VlcLester
in her book,
Pe r-aon" has embodied
education

"A Growing

much of the phi.losophy of Christian

in telling how Christian

education

takes place:
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"Christian education takes place through
fellowship in Christian living and the sharing
of Christian faith. In teaching religion in
home and church we cannot overlook the fact that
our religion is embodied in our daily living.
We teach people through our responses to them
even more effectively than through the W01~S
that we use. Our homes and our churches
should therefore the "schools in Christian
living" in which each person shall be guided
in having experiences that will help him
regulate his life in accordance with the
great commandment. of Jesus. II (p 61.)
The end and chief r-ewar-din an educational project 1s to
see the person grow from a selfish, criticising person of
the church to one who 1s actively helping others to growo
Or, if that person was a sweet tempered person with no
seeming selfishness or aggressive critical attitude, to
find that he exists for something - for a mission to be
carried out in the realm in which he or she lives.
We must do oub best to pattern our philosophy
after that of Jesus.
thinking.

God always oocupied the center of His

Jesus had a Christian home and he made the most

of it even so far as to compare God to his father and called
God, "Father," and taught us to do so. Eternal life was
knowing this God through Him.

Jesus presented the natural

order as dependable and as a manifestation of the meaning
of the spiritual.

Progress to Jesus was a gradual process

leading to the new world.

The Kingdom of God is growing with

each new person who is led to confess Jesus as Lord and Savior
and live like himo

He lived what he taught.
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Chapter III

THE SESSIONS
There had been much concern about the future of
the leadership in Downey Avenue Christian Church in the face
of a very rapidly growing community.

To meet the c~allenge

presented by the minister, F. W. Wiegmann, at the meeting of
the Education Committee, December 9, 1950, Miss Fannie Bennett
member of the Committee in the interest of leadership education presented the new fliers advertising the Leadership
Education Audio-Visual Kit prepared by 18 denominations.
Miss Bennett had sat in a few of the editing sessions of'
the manuscripts for the film strips as they had been previewed by a committee called by the National D1rector of
Leadership Educat1on, Joe R.Babb.

The Education Committee,

was very much in favor of using a few of the strips and authorized Mr. W1egmann, Miss Whitehead and Miss Bennett to go ahead
and plan for the Church School hours for the mont~ of January,

1951.
On December 10, Miss Bennett contacted Mr. Richard
Dawson and l_\::tv~,J.lZ.Babb,
who were very anx10us for their own
church to be an experimental center for the use of the new
Kit.

Mr. Dawson Suggested that the manuscript of Kemler's

units of study, IILearning to Teach" might become the course
w1th which the film strips could be correlated for a text,~1

-.----------~------:----

UKemler, Clara M.
Learning to Teach in the Church School.
The Eoard of Parish Education, American Lutheran Church.
Units I and II. 117p 1950.

7.•

Clara M. Kemler, at the request of the Lutheran Board in

1949 pre~ared two units for pre-service training.

The

International Council of Christian Education reviewed it and
decided to experiment with it for a future textbook.
The minister called the first planning session
at the Church on Saturday Morning, December 9 at 11 a.m.
Besides him and myself, the youth director and projectionist
were present.

The following next steps were outlined after

looking at the poseible materials to use for the course:
1.

Attempt a program of teacher training with

pre-service training and extending through 26 Sunday mornings
during the church school hour with the Easter period excepted.
2. Use the first two units of study prepared by the
Lutherans as the text book materials and correlate it with
the Audio-Visual LeadershiP Education Kit.
3. Have a launching and promotion session on the
morning' of December 31 during the church school hours.

The

basic groupS to be called together should be the Christian
Home Builders Class, young Married People and Older Young
People.

They should be challenged to continue in pre-service

training by presenting the film strip, THE GREAT ADVENTURE.
4. Call prospects during the "leek. This assignment
was assumed by the minister and youth director.

5. Another meeting of this committee was planned
for December 14 to pre-view the Kit and prepare session
outlines.

The place wa.s to be in the Studio atr-lissions

Building where all equipment would be av:ailable•.

8
6. Begin cneckang schedules of national leaders
who were members of our congregation to see when they would be
available to serve as instructors, resource persons or demonstration teachers.
70 Prepare a promotional pamphlet showing the
outline of the course, the persons who should enroll and the
goals that should be attained, ready for distribution on
December 31.
After previewing the materials the promotional
pamphlet was outlined, copy prepared and put in charge of the
youth director for printing.

The ultimate objective was

printed on the cover: "Christians Grmving Toward Christ. II

g/

Those who seriously desire to grow and help others to grovl:
parents, teachers, prospective parents, prospective teachers,
should enroll for a course to be in session during the church
school hour beginning December 31, 1950.
The outline of the course as worked out by the
Committee (minister, youth director and projectionist and
coordinator) was as follows:
Theme:

"Learning

to Grow "

il

December 31: tlrrheChallenge of Christian Education
Chapters I and II of Kemler
FilmstriP from the Kit: liTheGreat
Adventure."

Y

Appendix A -

9',.'

January 7:

IlKnowing people" Chapter III of
,Kemler and "As-the Twig is Bent",
films.trip.'

January 14

tlHow People Differ" Chapters IV and
V of Kemler "Aids in Understanding
people~ and, "Not Two Alikell filmstrip.

January 21

"How People Learn" Chapter VII andll VIII
of Kemler and "How Children Learn
filmstriP·

January 28

February 4

February 11

Febr1.Urry18

February 25

"How people Learn"
Demonstration classes in Kindergarten;
Primary, Junior, Intermediate, Senior,
and Older young People from 1;30 - 10:3<;l:
and Evaluation from 10:30 - 11:45
"Ways of Teaching" ChaRter xv of Kemler
"Elements of a Session Chapter XXI of
Kemler; liThe Teacher Teaches': filmstrip.
frames 60 - 101.
IIpupil participation"
Exchanging ideas, frames 63-82 of "The
Teacher Tet\ches"; Chapters XX and XVIII
of Kemler and frames 20 - 29 of charton-film.
"Ways of Teaching"
Telling, Chapter XVI of Kemler
Frames 14-19 of chart-on-film
Frmes 83-37 of "rrhe Teacher ,rreaches"
Teaching by Showing, Chapter XVII,Kemler.
hays of Teaching"
Extending Pupil Interest, ChapterXXII of
Kemler; frmes 30 - 39 of chart-on-film
Teaching by Guiding Activity, frames
88 - 101 of liThe Teacher Teaches".
ll

March 4

!;![arch
11

"Ways of Teaching
Observation in the same departments as
before but demonstration teachers are
not provided; 9:30 - 10:30.
Evaluation from 10:30 tm 11:30 with
junior group planning and presenting
worship service.
"The Teacher Prepares'l Unit II, Chapter
XXIII of Kemler; filmstrip, "The
Teacher Prepares.
II

10

March 18, 25

Worked in the departments as assistants,
apprentices, as teachers.

April 8

Presentation of Certificates in Church hour.

(

11

Briefin6_§e~~~
Briefing sessions are to prepare those who will
participate in the sessions with these in training or for
a launching session beginning a course.

In this particular

course those who did the briefing were the correlator, the
projectionist

and the instructor of the previous session.

Thus many times it became an evaluation session for the
previous teacher.
Briefing sessions may also have for their purpose
enlIsting the cooperation of those in the church who will be
affected by the progr~n or the results whether they Can attahd
or not.

For the purpose of this course the other workers

in the church school and members of the education committee
needed-to know what was being done so they might receive the
new teachers, in training and a.lso take advantage of apy
opportunity for learning and refreshing their own knowledge
and procedureo
The first of these briefing sessions took place
on December 27 in the preparing for the launching or enlistment session on December 31.

The instructor, Mr. George

Oliver Taylor; the correlator, Miss Fannie Bennett and the
projectionist, Mr. Richard Dawson, the minister of the church
and the youth director met for outlining the program and fOl"
looking at the materials to be used.

A note had been given

to the instructor and the projectionist by the correlator on

12

December 18 r·eading as follows:
Dear J'.1r.
Taylor and Mr. Dawson:
The following will give you confirmation of the
date and a partial outline for what we wish to
accomplish on December 31 with the Christian
Home Builders, Young .Married People and Older
Young People in:lfJ.heir
church school classes as
they meet together during the church school
hour. Out of this combined group of approximately 100 people we wish to secure a pre-service
training cla.ss of about 20 and enlist the cooperation of all of them in the job of teachingo
The materials to be used for your preparation
and presentation are: "Learning to Teach in the
Church School" Vol. I by Kemler; and, "The Great
Adventrre'",a filmstrip f60m the Leadership Educ.ation Audio-visual Aid Kit."
The emp,hasis is to be "Christians G-rowing Toward
Christ'. In the planning session it was suggested
that you might wish to use the Great Commission
as Miss Kemler has in the text and possibly end
with Acts 3:17.
"l'eaching" is to be emphasized as a general term
in this session having in mind that we are all
teachers for good or evil. There is no standing
still. Parents in the home teach, people contacting others in the common duties of everyday
teach, those attending sessions such as we are,
teach ••• Let us be Christian teachers. Join. us
in the project and learn more about Jesus and how
he taught (see page 7 ofKemler) so we may teach
no matter whether we feel we can take a job of
teaching in the church school o~6t.Those
who
want to teach in the church school have the
opportunity to learn. If you touch on objectives, do so in an elementary manner so the
average layman can understand and be challenged.
Mr. Dawson, you will correlate with r,lr.Taylor
in projecting the filmstrip from the Leadership
Education Kit entitled "The Great Adventure"
(Why be a teacher). We will sign up prospects
for the course for the quarter at the close of
the session.
After you have had a chance to go over the
materials, we will meet with the minister and
youth director not later than December 27 to
plan the program and procedure.

,

I
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At 9 a.m. on December 26, Mr. Taylor, Mr. Dawson,
Miss villi
tehead and ~liss Bennett met and planned not only
for December 31 but later called in-'
the chairman of the
education committee to plan for the briefing session of
the Workers in conference on January 4 and the :Education,
Committee previousyat 7 p s m ,

Results of this planning will

be described in each of those sections below.

Both volumes

of Kemler, the text, the Kit ana manuals were reviewed
briefly and Chapter I of Kemlerbutlined.

The filmstrip

"The Great Adventure" was previewed.
At 9:30 a.m. on January 31 the three classes
mentioned above assembled in the Golden Rule Class Room
with the president of the host class presiding, Christian
Home Builders.

The projectionist and the minister had

prepared the room~fuequipment

for audio-visual presen-

tat~on with the help of the custodian.

Following is the

program as presented:
Hymn: "We've a story to Tell to the Nations"
Class Offering and announcements
Scripture: Matt. 28:19, 20a
Deuteronomy 6:6,7
Introduction of Project -------- Miss Bennett
(5 minutes)
Presentation: "Challenge of Christian
Educationll -----Mr. Taylor
Introduction ----- 5 minutes
"The Great Adventure"
- 14 minutes
____________
tir.Dawson
Conclusion (5 minutes) ---- Mr. Taylor
Detail of the Total Program -----Rev. Wiegmann
.
Miss Whitehead
Registrations
Miss Bennett
lVIissWhitehead
Closing Prayer ---------------- Rev. Wiegmann
Fifteen signed up for the course, many of whom had given

14
their

comma ttrnent to Rev. \viegmann during

contacted

them personally

the week as he

by phone and call in the home.

His plea was for about 20 to fit our space and to enable us
to do a good "personal"

teaching

job.

For each of those who signed up, information
prepared
name,

for the instructors

address,

Children,
position
interested

telephone,

experience

was

under the followl.ng headings:

first name of children,

in teaching

ages of

in the church school,

now held in the church, what age group they were
in, what part of the church work they preferred.

These "biographies were used by each instructor:
Mrs. Charles ~ Virginia) Betts has one son,
intermediate age; she has helped in crafts in
Vacation Church School; is the wife of a minister who is the architect for the Board of
Church Extension.
~and
Mrs. Jos~h Leamon: he is a crafts
instructor for Chi Rho pro~r,am, both are choir
members; Lois 01rs. Leamon) is a religious
education major and has worked extensively in
vacation school; she is interested in teaching
now.
They have no children.
He is a graduate
student at Butler College of Religion.
They
are graduates of H:liramcollege, Junf)'1950.
lJlrs.F.
member,
Freddie
teacher
school;

w.

Wiesmann: wife of the minister, choir
has two children, Margaret 7, and
4; has been church organist; school
for several years; substitute in church
main interest is music.

I'<1rs.LyleNewman: wife of a minister and director
of Horne !Jl.issionsof The United Christian Missionary society; has boy 5, and girl 7; her teaching
experience is limited and is not certain about
her main interest.
Mr- Newman will audit part
of the course when he is in town.
John .A. scott: • deacon in the church, interested
in music and in older intermediate age boys; has
girls, 11 and 8 and a boy 5; has worked in

15
Christian Home BuilderB' Class; is interested
in ta.king the course primarily for teaching in
the home.
Miss Lois Orner: teaching in the Primary Department; has been a church secretary; held business women's missionary group positions;
departmental
associate in financial resources
department of The united Christian Missionary
Society, responsible for scheduling speakers
with churches.
Mrs. Ivan Ulmer and Mr. Ivan Ulmer (auditing
when jobs in the church will permit); have
2 boys, 12 and 8; a girl 15; co-presidents
of the Christian Home Builders Class; no
teaching exp~rience; she has helped with junior
ch.urch hour and is no", vice-president of the
Christian Woman "s Fellowship; he is a deacon
and helps with visual aid machines in the
church; her main interest is her family.
lIUes L. Dee Warren, teaching in the Junior
Department; is national director of publicity
in audio-visual services of The United Christian Missionary Society; has tuaght school
and worked with various groups in the church as
member and officer.
Mrs. Richard (Charlot~Dawson,
wife of the
projectionist
of this course, has a daaghter, 3
has taught juniors in the vacation church school
in the summer of 1950.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Banks:
teaches junior high public
church basket ball teams;
in the Primary departnent
there now.

have no children; he
school; helps with
she has taught some
and is substituting

~~r~alph
(Juanita) Graves; 2 girls, 12 and 7;
has taught the Friendship Class (young business
men and women) and juniors; wife of the Custodian of The United Christian Missionary
Society and chairman of the property committee
of Downey Church; interested in intermediates
and in teaching in the home.
Mr. Myron Shoa<t: a graduate student at Teacher's
College in Terre Haute, unmarried, interested
in religious education methods now used in
churches; helping with Thtrd Year Junior; a
friend of the teacher, Miss Elaine Frownfelter.

16
lID:'s.
Thel~~e..a..:
hs.e-a daughter in Kindergarten;
a:aon in-first year senior; has been contacted for
work in nursery.
On January 3, a combined meeting
Committee

and the Church

Committee

met for thirty minutes previous

Conference
purchase

of the Education

School staff convened.

to be brought

The

to the Workers

up to date and to decide about the

of the Leadership

Education

AV Kit and books needed

to use in the course.
At 7:30 "Leads to Leadership"
the Workers

by Mr. Richard

as projectionist.
wss followed
Downey

The Guide accompanying

filmstrips

"2./

the application

The promotion

41

and the bibliographrwere

observe

when possible

training

given to each worker.

and allowing

and make suggestions.

to

folder, the list of

They were shown how they could "refresh"
by auditing

the filmstrip

Church School tben our pre-service

plans were presented.

to

Dawson with Mrs. Elsie Liverett

up to the point of making

Avenue

was presented

their own teachings

these teachers

In other words,

to

they were

asked to help teach the course in their own classes

since

two out of the twelve sessions would be spent with them.
They were to join in the evaluation
a copy of the"Self-Ratlng

periods.

Several took

Scale.2_/to check on themselves.

The fol~ow:rng frames of "Leads to Leadershipl1
were reviewed
3/Appendlx

"4/ Appendix
~/Appendix

B
C.
D

in order to check up on our own immediate
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plans: 60,61,62,63 In service training; 30,32,33,39,
assistant teachers, training conferences, leadership education and the keeping of records; 45, class during church
school hour; 48,49,50-54 community schools, and 59, observation.

JYlanyhad taken part in similar projects and were

anxious to know how soon they would be permitted to take
a similar course to this one during

the church school hour.

After some discussion of the church calendar for
the next year, the Fall of 1951 seemed best for another
course since it would be twelve sessions or a quarter in
length.

By that time the present in service training

people would be able to relieve the regular teachers for
a period of time with the substitutes helping.

They all

agreed that in the meantime they would read the "Church
School C}Uidel'~nd push the use of "Message to Parents. "II

£/The Bethany Guide issued mon~hlY by the Christian Board
of Publication, 2700 Pine Boulevard, st. Louis 3, Mo.
71 "Message to PRrents" issued quarterly to accompany
- Primary and Junior Bethany Graded Lessons by the Christian
Board of publication.
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!glass Sessions
Session 1
During one of the planning sessions Rev. F. W.
Wiegmann had been given his materials and suggestions for
the session on January 7 but a note was prepared for him
by the correlator on January 1 as follows:
Dear :Mr. Wiegmann:
This note will renew for you our discussion regarding your presentation on January 7 in our
Pre-service Training Course.
Chapter III of the text: "Learning to Teachlf by
Clara 11-1. Kemler, entitled, "Knowing Our Pupils."
Title for the Session;
I.

II.

"Knowing People."

What it means to know and understand
people.
A. To understand how growth takes place
B. To try to understand people's behavior
C~ To understand the home and environment
influences.
Knowing people is essential to succ~asful
teaching and living.
A. People are persons
B. The subject matter or content is within
the person's ability to comprehend
C. The roots of Christian personality and
character must be nourished.
1. oringing Christian influences to
bear on peoples' lives
2. Providing people with Christian
experiences

Correlate these with the audio-visual.filmstrip,
"As the Twig is Bent."
Discussion
Assignment: Choose the age group of your particular interest and think about the general characteristics, interests and abilities. Note physi~al,
mental, social and moral characteristics.
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Is it right to say: "That's his nature?"
Read one of the following: Chapter II of Storvick,
"'We Learn to Teach"; Chapter V of Slatte~ "A
Primer for Teachers"; Chapters I, II, III, of
Sherrill, "understanding Children."
Following the presentation of the filmstrip with
pOints to 1001c for, Rev. Wiegmann led a discussion by reviewing the following frames: 5,7,

13, 14, 17, 18, 19,20,

21, 23, 22 giving the influences in the home; and 26, 27,

32, 33, 37, 38 and 39 showing community influences that
help the person to grow in the right or wrong direction.
Miss Frances Hill, the next instructor, was present and
made the assignment for January 14.
Session 2On January 14, Miss Frances Hill led the group
by beginning with the challenge to work with people who
"differ" and then presented the filmstrip: "No Two Alike"
which combines live photography and drawings emphasizing
the fact that no two persons are alike.

Difference in

heredity, environment, and reaction to environment are
shown in various age levels.

It is the story of persons

a variety of them like we have in the church school.
Discussion brought out the fact that while all
ages and persons differ yet there were things they had in
common, one of which was activity.

By reviewing frames

from the different age levels this fact was verified.
was following this sesaiont.nnat.

It

one one person, a college

graduate student, said: "Religious Education is up-tO-date
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isn't it?"

Also the group was ready for lliIiss
Reynolds to

ask them to note in preparation for the next session incidents in life that prove the statement:
it is lived."

I

"It is learned when

She also asked them to think of something

that a teacher had discovered and used about them that
helped them to learn or to grow spiritually.
Accreditation
It was at this point in the course that it seemed
wise to inform the offices concerned of the arrangement that
had been made whereby the people taking the 12 sessions would
receive both interdenominational

and brotherhood credit.

The

following paragraphs are taken from a letter to the minister
of the local church, the youth director of the local church

,

the state director of religiouS education and the children's
work director of the state.
Rev.
Miss
Miss
Miss

Wiegmann
Whi tehead
Clarke
Myers

January 15, 1951

Dear Friends:
On the advice of Joe R. Babb, national director
of Leadership Educ.ation for our brotherhood, I
have signed a blank and given my qualifications ll
as instructor of the "Pre-service Training Course
now in progress in our church. Since I am accredited to teach most of the courses correlated with
the ~eadership Education Kit, it seems simplest
to make the record in this manner listing all the
resource leaders for each session.
Each of these leaders has been provided with the
Guide to the LeadershiP Education Kit that gives
suggestions for his or her own particular session
with the part of the unit from Kemler's manuscript
"Learning to Teach. II Each one of these leaders
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has been provided with the benefit of the discussions in our various cownittee meetings by means of
a write-up. Each has been asked to check with
the other before making assignments. Mr. Dawson
has made dates with them to preview the film strip
and I have sat in on these sessions to help correlate.
Through my notes and Mr. Dawson's recordings we
will have the total course written up.
The key teachers and superintendents in each of
our departments have been contacted regarding the
demonstration on January 28 directed by Miss
Reynolds and are ready to cooperate. They have
scheduled the evaluation session following the
demonstration so that pre-service trainins'people,
demonstration or regular teachers, resource
persons may participate in plans for the methods
course to follow the present study of the tperson."
During the briefing session of the Downey Avenue
Church School Staff in Workers Conference on
January 4 they were made aware of the project
in order that they might work out some suggestions given in the kit production: IILeads to
Leadership." The new teachers who can make
arrangements with substitutes to teach may
attend. Otherwise, regular teachers will wait
until the course especially planned for them,
perhaps in the Fall of 1951.
If you wish to advise on any of this procedure,
you will be most welcome to do so and to visit
any session.
Session IV,
Briefing and Preview - - On January 18, Miss Reynolds
Miss Myers (since she was to teach one of the sessions),
Mr. Dawson and I previewed the filmstl'ip, "How Persons
Learn" in"preparation

for the session on January 21. This

filmstrip outlines what is meant by learning and how learning takes place.

Photographs of individuals and groups

illustrate how learning takes place through the five senses
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by doing, by imitation, through association, and through
accepting goals.

We found that Chapters VII, VIII and

IX of Kemler's book correlated with the strip giving
the nature and basic principles of learning.

A chart-

on-film made the steps in the learning process very
clear.

It also brings out the idea of tlunplanned

learning" as a product of what is planned.
Class Session, January 21, 1951 -- After the presentation of the filmstrip, "How Persons Learntl Miss
Reynolds had frames reviewed as needed in discussion of
the following questions: "What would a teacher say to
one who insists on playing in class?',1 The frames on
class activity were reviewed and the words on the chart:
v

"Learn by doing."

The partiCipants in the learning pro-

cess, God, the teacher and the learner seemed to be a
new and different way of looking at the psychology of
learning.

Some "Unplanned learning" that took place

in this session was brought to attention when one of
the auditing teachers spent her Sunday afternoon preparing her classroom so it would "teach" during her
demonstration the next Sunday.
Miss Reynolds had not depended on the filmstrip entirely for the visual aids to learning but the
'chart-on-film and some flat pictures had been posted
around the wall.

Also in order that the pre-service

people might be prepared to "watch" for the religious
growth of a child when they visited sessions on January

I'
,

I
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28 she gave them two duplicated pieces of material:
"Chart of Child Needs"§'nd "Anecdotal Record or Snapshot by word of a child in Action in a Practicum."2/
At the close of the session assignments were
made by introducing the teachers who would "demonstrate"
next Sunday and letting the observers meet with them for
a few minutes to receive materials and plans for that
session.
~valuation, January 27, 1951, 11:30 ~.~. (recorded)
Miss Reynolds, Mr. Montgmery, the resource leader and
instructOJr for the beginning of the unit on methods, Mr.
Dawson and Miss Bennett met to evaluate and record the
session on January 21.

The theme chosen for the class

for that day was "Learning by Living!' The idea of unplanned learning was emphasized in the brief devotional
when all took part in the following litany for mothers
and father~:
UNDERSTANDING THE CHILDREN
To respect my children and in return
To be vlOrthy of their respect
MAY LOVE AND UNDERSTANDING HELP ME
To praise much and blame little,
To emphasize their successes and minimize their
failures
I<1AY LOVE AND UNDERSTANDING HELP ME
B/Appendix E

9/ Appendix F

To make no promises to my children,
that I cannot keep,
To be loyal to them both at home and abroad
f-lAY LOVE AND UNDERSTANDING HELP ME
To allow them the dignity of their own personalities,
Not trying to make them over to my own
desire lVlAY LOVE AND UNDERSTANDING

HELP lviE

To care well for my children's bodies
But not at the expense of their minds and
spiri t YlAY LOVE AND UNDERSTANDING

HELP ME

To be cheerful and ready to laugh
Because children love laughter as
they love sunchine MAY LOVE AND UNDERSTANDING

HELP ME

Miss Reynolds had studied the brief biographies of the students and could call on a deacon, an elder,
a choir member for suggestions as to how they were teaching as they performed their various duties incumbent to
these positions in the church.
chart of learning,

II.

The third part of'the

t is lived when it becomes an

integral part of life" was added.

someone contributed

the idea. " learning may be caught II perhaps faster than
it can be "taught;

A summary was made by reviewing

again: God's part, teacher'e, part and learner's part.
The group was ready for quiet prayer and benediction.
Session.Iv
Evaluation 'following observatlon, January 28, 1951
When the teachers and pupils returned to the
Classroom, chairs had been placed in circles for the
nursery leaders and observers, the kindergarten, the
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primary,
Charts

the juniors,

the seniors and young people.

on the wall~/guided

their thinking.

The teacher

was asked to tell what she had tried to present and the
observers
keeping

gave their estimate

the emphasis

on the pupil and his reactions.

Intergroup
ing evaluations:
been

combined

of what had. been accomplished

participation

with a new teacher, Russell Harrison,

first but when the matter
was discussed

been very successful

The obse~ver

in

felt that he had

the attitudes

of

in this regard.

The junior high observers
tion teacher,

at

of living as a Christian

in influencing

the class individuals

pa..
rticipation

so

with regard to raoe prejudice

all were eager to talk.

Mildred

said the demonstra-

JarviS, had presented

as he made his journeys.
cussed

out the follow-

the seniors and older young peOple.had

he did not feel he had accomplished

Irvington

brought

their responsibility

The intermediates
of bringing

Paul's goals
had dis-

new members

into

the church to confess Christ.
The result of the evaluation
and the observers
teachers

of the teachers

in the junior department

with a substitute

twenty-five

members

lO/Appendix

G

were needed

as the department

was that two

for the class of
was now grouped
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in the three grades.
calling

each week.

teaching

They should divide the class for
The two teachers

a unit of stUdy for a month,

a quarter.

of Bible

stories.

New Testament

The Revised Standard

Version

of the

should be used but since they received
Revised

to follOW this through

Re¥ised
used

even though it would be a review

Bible in the American

unwise

six weeks or for

It would be well to use film strips now and

then to aid in teaching

whole

should take turns

Standard

Version

Version

the

it seemed

for the individuals

of the New Testament

but the

could be

for programs.
The observers

in the primary department

on the room that did "teaching"
pictures,

books, blackboard,

to the New Testrunent portion
The assignment

commented

as aoon as they entered:

flat pictures,
of Scripture

for February

Bible open

to be used first.

4 as prepared by

I

I

Nlr. Montgomery

after the briefing

1. Think of the methods
class;
used

to do some role playing
teaching

and list the methods

3. Read about methods

which you are interested;

Session

you saw used in your observation

2. Read Luke 10:25-37

for teaching;

session was given:

Jesus

for the group in

5. People were asked to be ready
to demonstrate

the wrong kind of

in a junior class.
V
Launching

the objective

the unit on tlWays of Teaching"

of the session of February

4

was

with Mr. J. D.
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JI.~ontgomery,adult director
an opportunity
before

leading.

The class was given

to report on what they had seen the Sunday

in the way of teaching methods

they found in their reading.
by chart and lecture
gleaned

from Kemler

ship, pre-session,

as well as those

M.r. Montgomery

a brief of the material
on the elements

worship

presented
he had

of a session:

fellow-

and study and asked the class

to look for these in the filmstrip:

"The Teacher

Teaches,1I

or, to look for the absence of them.

"THe TBAcher Teaches" begins with an outline
(chart-on-film)
by telling,

dealing

by showing, by exchanging

group planning

and activity.

with illustrations
junior

with four major ways of teaching:
ideas, by guiding

The filmstrip

of these methods

concludes

of teaching

in a

church school clasS.
rrhe class compared

the role playing
demonstrated:

the te:aching in the film with

class Mr. ~.I[ontgomeryconducted

1) a teacher

unprepared;

2) materials

3) needs of the pupils disregarded;

ready;
around;

when they
not

4) reading

5) not enough "lesson" to fill the time; 6) pupils
1I

interested

in doing many things other than "listening.
Miss Bennett

for teaching

gave the assignment

through discussion.

for February

They were to discover

purpose

Matt.

21:40; Matt 6:27; Matt. 18:12; Luke 13:8 and Luke

7:42.

for asking the questions

ln~Luke 6:39;

Jesus

11

28

The conclusions from an evaluation of this session on
February 5 resulted in our decision to: 1) show the
film first and end with devotions; 2) review always
the Sunday before and the assignment for the weeki
3) the use of charts, pictures besides the film were

essential to teaching becoming a part of living in this
class as in all others.
Charts on the wall picked up the following
items that Mr. Montgomery wanted available after the
filmstrip was over:
AH1S OF THE LESSON OR SESSION

Christian friendliness
Continue work started
Develop attitude of
friendliness
Additional helps
pictures
books
interest objects
Bible

METHODS

Variety
Adapt method to
group
to materials
to time
Method is a means
to the goal
Use method with
a purpose
Is there a best
method?
Are methods
essential?
Should all teachers
use methods the
same way?
How important ls
the teacher?

EValuation and Briefing Sessions
Miss Myers, who was to teach on February 18,
jlJIiss
Reynolds, who had audited on February 4, M.lss Hill,
who had also audited on February 4, Hr. Dawson and Mr.
Montgomery met at 11 a.m. on Monday, February 12 for evaluation and briefing of the next two instructors: Miss
Bennett and Miss Myers.
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The following
session

pOints were brOug~out

in review and report due to wrong way of be-

ginning

the class; 2) Hr. Montgomery

good answers

to his questions

have been Borne reference

Mrs. Williams
happen

4) there

and unnoticeably.

in the film to the contact

had to make with the parents

what did in class and afterwards;

playing

in order to have

5) the role

was very good; 6) the cla.ss should start with

informal

conversation

and review of the film.

Miss Bennett decided
committee

by showing

with the help of the

that she would emphasize

on February

Session

was able to get

after the film; 3) methods

should be used interchangeably
should

the

4: 1) there was a lack of partici-

on February

pation

concerning

teaching

in the home

11 and Miss Myers would highlight
and telling

on February

teaching

18.

VI
We began

filmstrip

today, February

as Mr. Dawson

to look for the answer
I~Uss Williams

11, by looking

read the captions.
to the question:

at the

They were asked

"What contact would

have had to have with the parents

in ord.er

to have plans work out as they did",,11She would have to
know the economic

status of the home and the feeling about

race in order to plan a party for the Mexican
consideration

was given of the methods

used in the home:

questions

neighbors.

A

used here that are

and answer, discussion,

showing
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telling,

planning

together,

The discussion

exchanging

of the questions

16, Luke 6:39, Matthew

in Matthew

ideas.
Jesus asked

21:40, Matthew 6:27;

Luke 13:8 brought

out His purpose as that of getting

people

a sense of value, to think and to

to develop

cultivate

logical

reasoning.

Frames 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, and 25 showed the
following

purposes

help pupils

for asking questions:

arouse interest,

to think, discover ideas and attitudes,

link the lesson with previous experience

to

and to lead to

action.
The pamphlet;

"What is There for Parents? 1Ig/

was given to each family so they might know how to
supplement

of the church school and to remind
12/
'
them to use "Message to Parents-n-"that came home with
their

teaching

children

each quarter.

The pamphlets
the assignment
discover

were also used in connection

made by Miss Myers:

what audio-visuals

they are used: to introduce
information,
illustrate

illustrate
ll/Appendix
l2/Appendix

1) each take a qaarterly to

are suggested;

2) decide why

a subject, provide background

enrich pupil experience,

how how to do it,

a story, sumnar-L ze a unit of learning;

read three p~~ableB

3)

of Jesus and find what truths they

and why we still remember
H
I

with

them.
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Session VII
Review of frames 15, 16 and 84 - 87 showed
that the lecture and the story are methods used in the
home as well as in church and school.
for sharing experiences.

They are good

Stories may also spur the

hearers to action if well told.
The disadvantages of using one method are that
the pupils may daydream and not get a chance to participate.
They may only be entertained by a story unless they use
it in some way.

It is

UBeQ

"GO

creatE;fee.Lingsand atti-

tudes, bring about ways of behaving and start a group to
thinkin2;. Mrs. Williams let the children tell the story
of the Mexicans.

That spurred them on to get more infor-

mation about their neighbors to see what they could share
with them.
Jesus told parables to influenoe the unapprecia tive and inattentive to live life

mor-e

abundantly.

Mark 26:34 shows that growth is slow but sure.
19-31 tells

Us

that riches must be within.

Luke 16:

The Parable

of the SOlver is to show us how we must keep working even
though some of the seed falls where it brings forth no
results.

Keep the attention on the seeds that fallon

rich s011.
The assignment for February 25 was given by Miss
M~tze who had audited this session.

They were to observe

group planning anywhere; read one reference about group
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and study Luke 10:1-20.
Notes of this session were written up ,for
those who were absent along with the assigrunent so they
might not lose out on the continuity of the study and
have the material
thinking

to use.

All were asked to bring their

about the group ithey would Lt ke to observe in

school on ~J!arch4 when we would have another

church

observation-evaluation
Session

morning.

VIII
On February

Frame 7 was flashed
teaching

25 :phe class began wi th prayer.

on the screen showing the ways of

as: discussion,

exchanging

ideas, telling, show-

ing, drrunatization, and other activities
izing,

carrying

the filmstrip,
they looked
tected

"The Teacher

for various

the following:

stories
bors,

out projects,

etc.

such as memor-

The sound part of

Teaches" was reviewed while

types of activity.

children brought

about them, exchanged

p:ictures, told

ideas about their neigh-

read the story of the Good Samaritan

planned

a party,

ity planned

planning

from the Bible,

sang to clinch the purpose of the activ-

and one of the group led in prayer.

The reports on observations
brought

They de-

the conclusion

of group planning

that results are gained by group

that never would be attained otherwise.

Frame

33 was reviewed to show how the teachers kept the pupils
aware

of the purpose

of their planning.

If no one had

33
suggested
probably

the story of the Good Samaritan,

she wOUld

have led up to it by questions or suggested

it would be a good one.
The class concluded
ing, writing,
accompanied

singing,

birthday

if they fulfill their purpose.

that might take place in the home is

celebrations,

budget

planning,

family

camp, week of compassion

ings.

All activities

meaningful

like read-

story telling, etc. must all be

by thinking

Group planning

that activities

caring for guests,

and other special offer-

in the church school would be more

if discussed

in the nome.

Al~"laystalk about

them afterwards

to see what was gained or found out.

In Luke 10:1-20

Jesus

suggested activities

and then they evaluated

for the 70

how they had succeeded

in carry-

ing out the will of God.
Frames 35 - 38, 4.3 il'}joluded
the acti vi ty of
choral

speaking

to help understand

the Bible.

iQuestions

on why we are taldng part in this acti vi ty now and then
will help direct
Directed

thinking

and keep on the purpose.

study is a good procedure.
The assignment

for March 4- was that not more

than 2 should go to anyone

class to observe methods;

return to the training class room and fill in the report
13/
blank;then
meet with the teacbers they had visited for
discussion

and evaluation. 14/
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Session

IX
The pre-service

to

at 10:30 on Sunday. March 4, sat at the

the Department
tables

trainin5 persons returned

to write up their reports and then joined the

group of regular teachers who were already discussing
wi th Miss lvletzewhat they had tried to do in their groups
during

the church school hour.

materials
being

All were using the Bethany

except the second year Intermediate

who were

led by their teacher in a content course on the Old

Testament.
When the groups came together they discussed
the following

questions:

1. What did the teacher do to enlist interest?
Nurserl:

teacher went from child to child and
started him playing with something or
someone.

Their
Primarl: Asked questions in review.
unit of study was entitled "God's
Plan for Health."
Each child told
what he did during the week to help
God keep him healthy.
The reasons
for keeping clean, etc. were that
we might do God's work better and
develop as Jesus did "in stature."
Junior:

Began with writing answers to questions
in the Study Guide.

2. What pupil participation

did you see?

Nurse~;

The problem ofone child was "snatching"
and not being a part of the group. He
was stopped at one point when the picture
of Jesus was shown. It could have been
a time for prayer.

Primary:

They took the pictures from the wall and
talked about them.
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Intennedlate First Year: They were attempting
--to get others to come and to do outside reading.
Second Year: The teacher left blanks
he--:ra:Ikedand the pupils filled them
in. For example: "SaLll was on the road
when he was
to

Intermediate

----as

-----

Senior:

3.

Was the teacher a part of the group?
~~and

4.

They did not respond to stories and
questions until the teahber met them
whe re they were: u\1fhatwas the morale
of Chrispus Attucks in the Tournament?"
"What about the new property assessment?
"ls it Christian?"

Junior:
tables.

vfuat evidences

sat in a Circle or around

of group planning did you see?

This method was demonstrated as the junior church
group appeared to lead us in a worship service.
They had been in the next room preparing thei r
parts and now entered to set up the center and
place the communion table.
Children

who participated:

Larry Peters, Jr. de~con
Curtis Miller, prayer
David Ridge, story

Adults who partiCipated
J. D. Montgomery, elder
Parker Rossman, counselor
Christine Bruckman,
pianist

Linda Alrich, leader
vfarren hollenbeck, Scripture
Marcia Graves, Jr. deaconess
Juanita Lafavors, poem
Lucile Darling, Scripture verse.
CALL TO WORSHIP ------------------leader
HYMN: "Holy, Holy, Holy."
PRAYER: Dear God, we thank Thee that Jesus came
to save the world from unfairness, hate,
and prejudice and made life so hard. We
are glad that he showed men a better way
of life, and that he taught them all Ulen
are brothers, too. ~men.
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COMMUNION

OFFERING

5.

SERVICE

---------- Mr. Montgomery
assisted by the
j8nior deacon &
deaconess

SERVICE
rJIusic& HJma:
M any Hand s • II

CLOSING

HY14N: 110 Master

CLOSING

PRAYER

What evidences
the objectives

II

They Work 0 God, Needs
of the Loving Heart"

did you see of aims leading toward
of Christian Education?

Everyone seemed to think that God and Jesus were
emphasized everywhere.
The assignment
out guide

sheets for making

them would be preparing
Evaluation
Sunday

for March 11 was made by handing
lesson plans since some of

to teach.

of the Session -- r-Uss Me t ze and I met

afternoon

to read the evaluation

by the pre-service

teachers.

blanks

filled in

In general our conclusion

was that much work needed yet to be done on the realization that people
and Savior

of the Lord

and in His service and that this is not done

by covering
prizes

"grow" into the knowledge

as much of the Bible as possible

for attendance.

or in giving

They must be led to see that God's

plan is for all of life and that includes

relationship

in

the church school classes.
Miss Metze planned
Nursery
Jeffries

to continue working with the

where Mrs. Lee is anxious to do more and Mrs.
is willing

to help.

She also thought it would

be good to do some work with th~

First Year Intermediate
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by observing

at least one Sunday and talking with the

teacher.
We made a chart of the answers showing the
results

or the observations.

Session

X
On Sunday,

15/

Mar'ch 11, the pre-service

training

session was led by a teacher and youth director, Mr.
Gili'oy, senior

department

Their briefing

session had consisted

film

strip and discussing

Pr-e par-e

16/

in looking at the

a lesson plan for "The Teacher

a'l
Miss Whitehead

mended

and Miss Martha Whitehead.

gave the introduction

in the Guide to the filmstrip

as recom-

and then presented

the strip asking them to look i'or the steps a teacher
might

use in preparing

evaluate,

study, plan.
"The Teacher

Ruth Burns,

a church

her little brother
poor teaching.

concludes

of preparing
outline

15/

Prepares"

tells the story of

school teacher, who overhears

and his friend talking about her

Resentful

make more thorough
filmstrip

i'or any class session: pray,

at first, she resolves

preparation

ror her classes.

with an outline giving

to teach a lesson.

(chart-on-film)

to
The

specific ways

It is intended that this

will be used for thorough

dis-

Appendix K. The number refer to those on Appendix
picture on page 34

!£! Spp

J

II'
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cUSsion

followed by a practice

material

session in which specific

for a lesson will be used in practice preparation.
mhe d Lacuas Lon was led by !vIr.Gilfoy based upon

the review of frames 25,26,27,
Shea handed

to them the previous

that points 2 under

young

kindergarten,

people.

board,

He suggested

to the age groups represented:

primary,

junior, junior high and

Each told the materials

from the department
bulletin

Sunday.~/

step II and I and 3 under step III

would be of common interest
nursery,

28, 29, 30 and the Guide

he had borrowed

he had. visited and the extra materials:

pictures,

church, browing

The needs and interests

tables, used.

seemed to be the same

graded

for each group: C;hristian living, helping the church

finish

its work, the way we live at home, recognizing

individual
belonging.
particular
leading

·differences

on the part of teachers,

The purpoee

security,

of the lesson as revised for the

group reporting

was appreciation

to skills and attitudes.

of ecrifices

The conclusion

was that

one must write out a lesson plan in order to avoid haphazard

and monotonous

11./ Appendix L

teaching.
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Chapter
EVALUA1'IONS

AND SUGGESTIONS

The outcomes
that

fifteen

church
workers:
Junior

people

service

of our training

received

1, Kindergarten,

2; Intermediate

will become

the refresher

2; Primary,4;

teachers,

and teachers

The evaluations
the course

have more

5; Senior and Young People 1.; in

af co-teach~s,

part time teachers

class were not

credits at the morning

but that the departments

Nursery:

the capacities

IV

substitutes,

in the home.

given by the peopl~. finishing

the basis for the planning

course or an in-service-training

of

course.

From a teacher
"'llheleadership training course has been a
refresher for me in methods of teaching.
I have greatly appreciated the presentations
through film strips, lectures and directed
discussion in the training class. Opportunities to observe children in their
classes and to evaluate that work are very
practical parts of this course.
It gave to
all of usan enlarged vision of the teachin~
program in the home, church and community.
From another

teacher

"I believe that the use of this course at
least once each year will help enlist new
personnel in the teaching work of the church.
Perhaps those of us who have this course
together could meet once each quarter (or
once in 6 months) to discuss and exchange
ideas and plans for work (out of our
experience and training) for the ongoing
program.
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From a mother
_-"The teacher training course which I have
been attending leaves me with a sense of
inadequacy, but a deep sense of appreciation for thOse whO eerv,e in the capacity
of teachers. I more fully realize not
only the need for teachers training in
Bible knowledge, but the need for an understanding of each child I s background an
capacity to learn. I enjoyed the course
but think I shall need more study and
training to assume my responsibility in
training others."
~er
~~~~ch__h;:>urS
From a

"I believe the most important thing I ob>

tai~d fr~ t~S course was that it t~es
prayer, study and preparation in order to
have a good lesSon ready for the pupils.
A good lesSon just cannot be realized-must
study to tie not onlY the past lesSon and
the pre sen t ' "together but 0.1S0 the future."
"AS a suggestl.on for another course perhaPS
the actual preparation in detail of a lesson
could be shawn either on a film striP or by
actual demonstration."
From a couEY' IJlr'_~~
He is a junior high
teacher in the public schools:
The variety of teachers made the clasS
Ill. periodS more interesting
In assigning the lessons in advance, I
believe the trainees get more out of the

3·

lessons.
The film striPS brought about a closer
picture of the major thOughts.
Observing in the classes was very helpful in relating leaLures and film striPS
to our sundaY School claSses.

Group diSCUssions were very helpful as
an over all picture.
Training periodS were very well presented
and should be done regularly for different

----------- _---- ---~-.
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groupS of parents and teachers."
F'roIDanotherEEther
"'the lea.dershiP training course just com-

pleted has been of value to me as a parent
inasmuch as it haS helped me to see my
,
children from the teacher's point of view.
"Much of the material used seemed to be a
review of ideas I have read before. For
anyone

planning

to teach, whO has no

teaChing experience, I believe more classroom observation

would be helpful.

"ReaHzing that 'as the twig is bent' the
tree inclines, much can be accomplished
by parent participation in the child's
religiOUS growth and experiences. As we
live with our ohildren during their formative years we either stimulate or stifle
their

spiritual

From teaChers_~he~O~
course

but-saw
1.

growth."

whO did not attend the

the resultS:

2 teachers for every class as an aim
realized in the junior department and
in some other departmentS.

2.

More help from adult leaders in the
total program of the departments.
More participatiOn on the part of children

3·

and adultS.

Difference in response of pupils, an
4.

atmosphere

of enjoyment.

Value of using not onlY audio-visuals
but pictureS, writing and student planning
to give them a chance to start living what
they are learning

6.
Note:

immediatelY· .

The parent teaching in the home supplementing the teaching in the church.

These person had five out of the_twelve Sundays
for observing or helping in the departments and two
periods of evaluations of what they saw and did.
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suggestions
personnel
t~ls

become the

levels

was completed.
instructor

if

the

teacher

himo

teachers

a pupil

may

become resource

for the various

age

Howdver, if the
S
and )'Iiehe to prepa"e for

it may become a refresher

The projectionist

he or she is

since

SOdesire.

baS bad training

the demonstration,

and research

and the instructors

regular

and

The program coordinateI'

and put on the demonstrations

regular

ist.

and materialS

have grown out of experience

project

persons

for procedures

can be a real

of the elaes

course for

co-teacher

if

as well as the projection-

He can ass

in the diSCussion and in the reviews
lst
by the use of certain frames from the filmstriPs.
/J. text in the hands of each person is much more
satisfactory
cannot

and providee

exiBt by the use of variouS reference

Two "olumes of one text
oourse

a commonality of thinking

make it

necessary

tbat

bookS as texts.

to extend the'

over at least a twelve weekS period.
"/J. Growing person" bY Frances Cole McLester is

a much better
School"

text

thaIl

"Learning to Teach in the Church

by Clara M. Kemler.

c or-r-eLat-e with the fillllstriPlI
readable.

of training

several

of the chapters

and the language is more

AlSO the theoloet

is interdenominational.
t
By way of sUJlllllarywe may say tba
the problem
volunteer

leadershiP

in the local

church begins

45

to be solved when those responsible feel that Chri,stand
the church can speak through them.
the

key

Their consecration is

to wi llingnes s to learn, and having learned they

will want to serve.
A pre-service training course such as that
described in this thesis is but a preliminary venture
and should be ~ollowed immediately by a course 1n methods
and materials and In-Service Training.
Local church training should not take the place
of communi ty training for the inter-fellowship of'churches
and the development of the community consciousness are
essential to Christian growth.

-~---.
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DETACH THIS BLANK AND MAIL TO:

B

Audio-Visual
Services
THE UNITED CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY
9

COinplete Kit cfJntoins.·

222 South
Indianapolis

-black ;n d· white filmstrips
.
I-col
16-12~r Ilmstrip
. ree In~h records (unbreakable)
I
pe or ~d at 78 revolutions
._,
r minute

L

SOCIETY

Downey Avenue
7, Indiana

Gentlemen:
Please send the complete 10-unit "Leadership Education Audio-Visual Kif' to:

5-10.
- or re In~h records (unbreakable)
l1l~or ed at 33-1/3 rpmII- I~~ogroove
l-~tt~l.~ation guides
If .~ y fibre carrying case
W~U~ds sold separately
they
total
$110.00

(name

of person

or organization)

----------_._-----------------(address

_

(indicate

Enclosed find

give

street

number,

denomination

0 Check

town

or agency

or

city)

of above)

0 Money Order for

with recordings at 078 rpm

0 33-1/3

--kits

rpm.

program to help recruit and train Teachers and leaders.
ACon~o~plete "packaged"
due"a,", TEN oudio-vlsucl unit, each with it, own guide, giving ,ugge,tio",
for conIng sessions

/

L

EQUIP
All
on bl ock and. white sound film'trip'

except for MAKING THE MOST OF ROO.MS A~D
either ~ENT which is a color Fllmstrip with a. reading script- Recording, are av",lable m
8 rpm or 33-1/3 rpm microgroove.
• NO TWO ALIKE (how persons

differ)

• LEADSTo LEADERSHIP (finding leaders)
• AS THE TWIG IS BENT (child development)
• THE GREAT ADVENTURE (why be a teacher)
• HOW PERSONS LEARN
• THE SUPERINTENDENT AND HIS TASK
• THE TEACHER PREPARES
• MAKING THE MOST OF ROOMS AND EQUIPMENT
• THE TEACHER TEACHES
• THE GROWING TEACHER

SEND FOR YOUR

c()mplete ten-unit le(Jdership Educ(JtiM Audi()-Visu(J1Kit

THE LEADERSHIP EDUCATION AUDIO-VISUAL
.. rno d ern audio-visual
• tUses
raining
• PrOVides motivation
• COntOinS
.
material

methods

KIT

.

for effective

• Designed

to interest

or in groupS

teachers

denominations

American
Lutheran
Church
American Baptist Convention
Augustana
Evangelical
Lutheran

are cooperating

PROJECT

to make this program

The Methodist
Church
National
Baptist Convention
Church

Church of the Brethren
Disciples
of ,Christ
Evangelical
and Reformed
Church
Evangelical
United Brethren
Church
Five Year Meeting
of Friends in America
Free Methodist
Church of North America

sections

both new and experienced

teachers

AN INTERDENOMINATIONAL
The following

into easy_to-understand

• Can be used individually

as well as instruction
for recruiting

• Divides

TODAY I

possible:

of America

Presbyterian
Church U.S.
Presbyterian
Church
U.S.A.
Protestant
Episcopal
Church
Reformed
Church in America
United Church of Canada
United Lutheran
Church in America
United Presbyterian
Church of North

America
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BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR WORKERS
The New Testament of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.
Revised standard Version, Thomas Nelson & Sons,
New York, 1946.
Holy Bible containing the Old and New Testaments.
Translated out of the Original Tongues. Revised
standard Verson, Thomas Nelson & Sons, New York,
1952.
A New Concondance of the American Revised Bible (Standard
Edition) combined with a Subject Index and
Pronouncing Dictionary of Scripture, Proper Names,
Index to Nelson'sBible Atlas, Thomas Nelson a.nd
Sons, New York, 1901.

The

The Bethany Guide, Christian Board
St. Louis.

of Publication,

The Bethany Materials, Gra.dedfor all ages, Christian
Board of Publication, St. Louis.
Pupils' Book
Teachers' Quarterly
picture Sets
Messages to Parents
Department Manual
Activity Materials
Plans and Materials
The Whole picture
In Joyous Song.
Religious Record Series produced in
consultation with the National Council of Churches
of Christ in the United States of America, Division
of Christian Education. Folett Publishing Company,
Chicago. 1950Bowie, Walter Russell. The Story of the Bible. Abingdon,
O:bkesbury, 1934. 557p,
Aim Your Activities at Teaching Religion. Reprints of a
series of articles on popular creative activities
by Mrs. August Beck in 1950 and 1951 in the International
Jounnal of Religious Education. National Council of
Churches of Christ in the United States of America,
Division of Christian Education, Chicago.
Visual Aids to Use With Bethany Graded and Uniform Lessons
issued each Quarter by theChristian Board of publication,
st. Louis.
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Self - Rating Scale
mITY
Part I-For

All Church Workers

Part II-For

Church School Teachers

.ng

ctive

re
Purpose of This Scale:
A self-rating scale may help a person to keep before himself some qualities which constitute

Christian character;

to face himself frankly, fairly,

d kind
nta
u·parks d.o\.,n.

prayerfully; and to find renewed determination to grow into full stature in
Christ.
How to Use This Scale:
Read carefully each statement.

Put a check mark in the appropriate

column of the three that follow the statement to show the extent to which
you Possess the quality or carry out the activitiy described. After you have
checked y ourse If. on each item, add up your score by countmg
. each ch eck m
i
the first co1umn as one; each in the second column as two, each ]in th e thiII' d
column as three
Rate yourself as a church worker on the following basis (highest possible score ...

60):

Over 50 -Very

successful worker

40-50-Good

qualities-Need

Below 40-Strenuous

to improve

efforts to become better worker are needed

Rate yourself as a church school teacher on the following basis (highest
Possible score ...

a very good teacher though you may still im-

prove
-Need improvement in developing your attitudes, skills

and abilities
Below 65-Need to do many things in order to improve personally
and to teach effectively.
For steps to take to become a better worker and/or teacher, see the
bOoklet, A nd Gladly Serve, International Council of RelIgIOus
. .
.
EducatIon.
Copyright

e - sal"-~
gnat

90):

Over 80 -Probably
65-80

guid.8l'l.ce

ommunity:

1950 b'y InternatlOnal

Council of Religious

.
EducatIOn.

0011.-

activii0tic

'ro

12. I try to be fair to each member of my class and to inspire him to have confidence in me
13. I have wholesome
pupils,

and

and sincere

lead! them

to

church and its work rather
groups
14. I cUltivate an attractive
ance

relationships

develop

to

voice, and appearof the

16. I spend time on my preparation
for teaching,
mensurate with the importance of the work

18. I continually
a. observing

in my Work that

strive to improve
good teachers

the
or to

15. I measure the SUccess of my work in terms
growth of my pupils in Christian living

17. I am so keenly interested
thusiaSl1i is eontagious

some
extent

with my

loyalty

than to individuals

manner,

Very
little

my teaehing

com-

my enby;

at work

b. attending workers' conferences and other meetings
c. taking leadership edUcation courses
d. seeking advice
Supervisors

from

e. iodicals
readin g pertinent
f. using teaehers'
g. studying

eXperienced

artides

teachers

in church

helps prepared

and

SchOol per-

by my denomination

good bOoks On psyehology

19. I am continually
trying to improve
and to be more Christlike

and education
my

DoveloDed cooperatively
by

Evangelical

!j....
orces

of the United Sta,tes' and Canada
throug-h
'1'110 International
CounCil of Heligious
EdUcation
206 South Michigan
Avenue
Chicago
4, Illinois

5c each; 50c per dozen; $4.50 per 100
(Quoted
L-,169-25M_5_50
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Anecdotal' RecOT_
Observation

of Jackie

snapshot of a Child in Action
Pract~cum

Young

Chose Jackie because he seemed to need some special atten,i
_pp entered the room with a swagger and in a belligc"ton. l~
•
I,
"'-'rrtt
and
i r"ead'y,
to Pl.CY;:
a 1].0
J
'warr t'a.ng to 11 sock \I
eren
. 1 b u 11-"
.
anybodymooe)
near. Wa~ surly ana- a re~.
y cype: _Was
the
largest bay in class. ~Iad ?De ar,n:b~nda~ed-~a~d h~ had a
fractured wrist. Experlmence~ ~~~h the.1reedom.allowed,
w~t~hin~ out of the corner of nJ_~ eye to see what would
~;p~eD ;hen he put bis feet, on the~wo~k_ table, t~ied to
b oss other ctlildren.,.
wc;l.S,
no ~ 10U~. Hi calk and, sald ~ery
little
but kept trylng ~? show_nd~pendence
oy taklng
anythi;lg he wanted from playhOUS~, f rom some other child,
or'moving things f~o~ o~~ pl~c~ .~o.anot~er.:Did not
respond to SuggestlOns izom c~~cber. ~as n~t crosS, buc
did not appear to be haRPY· DlUr~~t slng!l~h
group. Very
curious. Climbed on cha1.r,to exanllne roof 01 playhouse.
picked UD books and turned pages but did not look at it.
Was watc~ing to see what went on elsewhere in room.
J

2nd
Day from Iv1es. Hooten belped
. us understand why he wanted
Heport
to fight everybody.
Is product of a broken home, now living witl-)mother (v'IhO wo:cks avw.y all day) and grandmother.
Will be allowed to go stay with father part of the time
v-lhen1"1ebecomes six years of age. Grandmother very stern
and domineering. Jackie is only child. Today he responded
to suggestion of need for a carpenter to repair the playhouse. Still very restless. His eyes look tired as if he
did not get proper rest. Shared in circle when teacher
handed him vase of flowers to give to friend as others
sang I'Jesus loved the flmv-ers, 11 but did not appear to enjoy
doing so. Seemed to feel a part of the group a bit more than
yesterday. Still is not coopera tive and not considerate of
others. Fleeting interest in puzzles, pictures, books, and
at work table, but stayed longer in playhouse. could not be
persuaded to leave when teacher waited for him to join
circle~ although it seemed more stubbornness than because
of interest in what he was doivg. Or perhaps was lack of
feeling of belonging to the group.
3rd Day
~hen lIPlay mo t h e.re " were assigned. each child to go outside
lor.making sun pictures, he did not act pleased. wanted to
b~ ~ndependent.and.show
he was blg enough to take care of
hll~self. When I trled to take hold of his hand as the other
chlldren,andP~ay
~others were doing as all went down stairs,
he resen~ed ana pulled away. I paid no attention and ign?~~~ t~e ~~~t~re. Tried ~? talk with him on just a fr~endlY
ba.sLs . He stumoled and fe11 dmm 3 or 4 times, but I dLd not

F

Observation

--2-

of Jackie Young

try to help him up. He tried. to covel' hiD embarrassment
by
a.gging --~ "I do that lots of t Irnes l " As we VJent out
of door, he surprised me by staying with me instead of
y' UnD i no'
ah c:a ad wn
n. -r r:' 'U b6
r'Cr"e
~ t c;.
'"0' t 1')'.\
-rT, u~
':' ·J,·t
.'.0o-~
ourM.L I"h -l· ti.:>
o: :!
"'~ e
.......
'"
L
teacher to tell us just what to do. I remarked that maybe
it would be hard for him to pick flowers with his arm
bandaged. He sa i d --- "1 can s ock anybody with both harid s '
and gave a tiemonstration ~y swinging both arms VOCJler~
ously. HlS method. of plucking flovlers vJEtS to grab by heacw
and pull without any stems, but responded to Guggestion
that we might leave some for other boys and girls. Became
very interested in the making of sun picture. Was hard for
him to wait his turn, and tried to slip in line before he
should. Was very proud of his picture when done. His mother
came after him and he took picture to car to show her.
I
crossed street with him to car, and instead of noticing his
picture and expressing joy and appreciation of his wor-k ,
just brushed it off and turned to me asking if he had been
a good boy!
_
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_
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)+th Day
Went straight to playhouse and became interested in being
Doctor Jack. Showed more interest in being with group to ay.
Altho still did not become part of circle very well. Looked
thrL'
rrill~nl'fvl'n~
rylc~q0
~~orv ~~rfle wal~ed
out of
_"
.~o
.....
v
5"
...
'...... O~Tl~4T1ryb
iJlJ
group. Wben supposed to go to church when bellf-)rang, he
went to playhouse. Later brought chair and placed it i0
front of some others. Was very reluctant to put up hands
wheri ot ners wer-e playingiibirds
flying. IiBowed head for_
prayer. V'JCLS interested for a short time at work r.abLe . became very interested in painting. sat :Ln circle wai~ing.'_ .
turn better than before, but became rsstlesG and lelt, chUo
losing his turn three times. But did not seem to be so
,
belligerent about it. Just sat down each time he returned
and seemed to recognize the justice of having to wait. I
believe he is growing many way~. Showed more considerateness
of others and listened carefullvu to stor1r in circle. Wa,s
d
sorry when he hurt Sharon at table. Pa.inted picture an was
very proud when teacher let him tell about it. Said it was,a
cactus. Came back for another turn at painting. Had brough~
an airplane, and w errt to grab it from another child who
picked it up. He responded to suggestion from teacher to.,
bring people to church (frieze) in his plane. Seemed a blc
y
happier. But still does not sing with group or look hapr ·
Sat down without pushing and shoving and does not seem ,co
resent being touched by children or adults as before. Was
pleased at being center of attention when he came into room
and ,teacher noticed the bandage was off his arm. VerY,ev~dent pleasure in playing Dr. Jack in playhouse. Said .Ilo~s
of bandages were needed. rr Put "med.ica.ne,IIbandages) etc.
in pocket, but at suggestion of teacher, later took them
out to leave on shelves. In hospital JBckie was first
doctor and then minister who read from Bible. He handled
t'J

0

_lA._
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d

F
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.la ok i.e YounG.;

the Bible with great care and reverence. Three times I saw
him hold Bible Ln "p Lay hospital" but could not tell vV'hether
or Ilot he was actually repeating verses. Carried Bible to
circle and was proud to be reco~nized
teacher. Very definitely is find1ng joy and sati~faction 111.
playing with
others in a kind and friendly way. Worked at table on book
of _ "v[nen .JCiJ1.:W wa s EL Baoy--Boy-fIlarl.
II
~:;howedgreat :C8sourc;eculnes3 when the stapler wouldn:t work to staple his pictures
together. Tried to paste, found that wouldn1t work, then
tried scotch tape. Does not do careful work, but is learning
satisfaction in making an effort. Does not follow suggestions
as to how to do things. Wants to prove his independence and
individuality.
Looks at pattern and then trias to do it
some other way. Sang a little today. Was very f1ne in circle.
L:; much more r.esponslve and shows no r,:;sentmentwhen a
teacher tries to shoW affection.
iAl1:ten
work.Lng at table on rnak l.ng book, he sal.d "In my church
I want th e ver;se·--L8tus love one anotber.:; Have seen him
smile as te played! At close of session, as I walked with
him ctI'oundiJlocv,:
to find his mother, l18 saLd proudly--lII
could call my mother. I know nry phone number.:'
How .Jackie has grown these ~wo weekS!
Instead of wanting to
II
eoc Lk II everybody,
be 1na s learned 8 better 'limy. He doe:
',_0 "'10'J
G
seem to be on the defensive. He undeI'3tandb better that God
loves him, that Jesus' friends are hiS friends, that the
~ible is a book of stories to be enjoyed and has v~rse3 ~ike
"Be ye kind," "Love one another, ,I that the church J_S a place
whore f~l·on(d·s
ca'l~0~nrr
~rlC~ wO~ckA~
~r~o'
be b~lad together,
b
...:..1:>Ll.L_lJ
.
that it is mar e fun to share than to be selfish, tha~ to
be considerate of others is a better way than to be d1SCourt eoua, t.hat God loves all b ov s and Virls a.nd people 8ve1",;],
.
.
u:::>
I
1- ea--'t
ache""
wner-e, and many other valuable lessons. J~ow my 11 1
.
"-'
for JackIe when I think of the home problems that are hlS,
but now very thankful for the oit of sunshine that has come
to h i.m during these two we e e ,
_
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I did not notice this happen, but another adult to~d ~~ th~t
~h~n the boy ~~,ittingn~xt to b:Lm (W11en chil~ren 1;Je~>~.
(.).1 ou:~_
~aolefor.the'~u~prise')
(Ice Cream) wa~ nOlsydur~ng
b~e0o
.i.ng
, Jackle trled. to make hl.m "keep st111 and close your
eyes. 'They1 r-e saying the blessing. 11
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Why teach?
From Jesus himself comes the Great Commission
Go-make-Disciples-Teaching
But why must we teach? Just because Jesus told us to?
Yes, but there are other reasons:
Because every child has a right to know God and the
fullness of life in Jesus Christ.
Because the Bible must be opened to children to let
them hear and understand the Word of God spoken
to them.
Because it is in childhood that people learn basic
attitudes of sharing, loving and understanding.
Because practical guidance in day to day living must
begin with children.
Because God can work through us to fulfill his
purposes for the world, to reconcile men to himself and to one another, to transfer their selfabsorption into love and forgiveness.
This achievement begins the teaching of little
children whom Jesus set "in the midst. 11
How Persons

Learn

1. Through the 5 senses
2. Doing
3. Imitation
4. Association
5. Learning through accepting

goals
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~d pUpl'ls
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1.. Are

--

they prepared?

their work?
Do they seem to enjoy
a definite purpose or plant
2. Do they seem to have
to Le ar-n ?
3. Do their attitudes reveal a willingness
4. Do they participate

in the various activities?

5. Are they able to sense a situation in which the pupils'
experiences and share them?
----------------.------------6. Are they able to sense a situation in which the pupils
are ready to worship? __----~------------------------------7. Do they make an attempt to draw out unresponsive pupils?
8. Are

they resourceful in making use of pupil
or do they ignore them as interruptions?

9. What

v.

Regarding

',8

contributions

is the best feature of their work?

teaching

material

1. vVhat course of study is used?
2. lfuat seems

to be the ultimate

objective or goal? of the

total unit?
3. What seems to be the imned!ate

aim of the day's work?

-----------------.----4. Underline the different methods being used: que s-t Lon.s
and answer; story telling; informal conversation;
discussion; manual work; picture study; drill; problemsolving; supervised study; firamatization; other8 __-------5.18

the a~

of the session's

work being realized?

------

6. What changes would you make in the day's procedure?

7. Would you say that problems in living wi thin the church
school itself were being solved in a Christian way?
8. Do you .feel that the problems Qutside the church school
which might arise in their daily lives the nexg week,
would be better solved in a Christian way?

'.
vJorshi.1!
E~erience
VI. Rega~~
1. Do you feel that the group at any time definitely
recognized God's presence??
Was th is f e1t by the ind ivi""ia7:u:":a-l's--If)-r-v-va-s....
i-;'t-m--e-r-e
....
l-y
verb al?

____ -------.--------

2. Are contributions of the pupils used in develmping
the worship and fellowship or are they simply ignored
and treated as interruptions?

---------------------------

3, D~ the prayers) songs, and comm en t s of the leader give
a sense of God1s greatness, l~ve, nearness, and readines~
t~ help?
,----------------4. Are the materials wl:b.ich
represent God as vengeful,
warlike, spying, partial, "afar off" very carefully
avoided?
5. Are the materials used for worship within the range
of understanding of the pupils?
6. Does the serv~e indicate that the pupils and teachers
had sufficient time to become thoroughly acquainted
with the materials or worship; prayers, songs, stories,
Script ur-e•.•. ?
7. Is the service free from interruptions caused by
entrance of later pupils, visitors, secretaries,
coun ting 0 ffering; making records; p as sing paper s ;
getting equipnent; signal bells; whis.fJeringof adults;
01" playing
with money?
8. Does everyone in the group participate?
9. Is there an atmesphe r-e of happiness

in the service?

VII. In which groUP do you think you would like to help
during the Sundays of March 18 and 257
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GUIDE SHEET
step I.

Seek Divine Guidance

Step II.

Consider

1.

the Lesson

What is the subject
a. Of the unit?
b. Of the specific lesson?

2.

What materials

3.

Determine

will be needed

(listed on Frame 18)

your purpose by answering

these questions:

a. \\Thatprogress did we make in the last session?
b. How does this lesson fit into the unit?
c. \\~at knowledge, attitudes and habits whould lesson
encourage?
Underscore

the purpose of the lesson as stated in the

material.

Mark in your materia.l the fa.ctual knowledge

you wish pupils to get and information

and activities

that will encourage

the desired habits and attitudes.

Step III.

the ?upils

Consider

1.

\'Thatare the needs and interests
to the lesson?

2.

What needs of individual
account?

3.

What is the purpose
class?

Step IV

Write out the lLesson Plan

--

-

The main emphasis

than on teacher
The following
1.

should be taken into

of the lesson as revised for your

A lesson plan is an outline
together.

pupils

of pupils in relation

of what pupils and teachers do
is on pupil activity rather

performance.

~uestlons

How may interest

will help you:

of pupils be secured?

,
L-

2

2.

1tthatcan pupt Ls do that will help them grow in
knowledge, attitudes, and conduct? Which of these
activities should be carried out before, during,
and after the session?

3.

~~at questions

4.

How organize the group so that many ,many , may
participate in activities?

5.

How schedule
session?

6.

HO vl participation

may be planned for by anticipating
what pupils may say or do.

7.

How will you plan to close the session?

Not~:
enough

should be raised for discusion?

the time for the various parts of the

The above guide sheet 1s to be mimeographed

with

space for the persons to write in their answers.

